D. REGINALD TRAYLOR
Suppose that S is a normal Moore space. Denote by w a wellordering of the points of S and by G the collection to which the ordered pair x, y belongs if and only if x precedes y in w. If G is the power of G, then G is the power of S.
Denote by Z a space of power G with the discrete topology such that Z and S are mutually exclusive. Suppose that Z f is the cartesian product of Z with the unit interval of the real line. There is a reversible transformation T from G onto Z. If T(x, y) is t, let (x, y) denote t x (0, 1).
Denote by S' a space in which P is a point if and only if P is a point of S or a point of Z\ If G u G 2 , is a development of S, then g is a region of Gj in $' if and only if there is a region R of Gj such that P belongs to g if and only if either A. (i) for some points x and y of R, x, y belongs to G and P is %, P is y, or P is a point of (x, y), or
(ii) there is a point x in R, a point y in S -R such that #, 7/ belongs to G, and P is x or P is a point of t x (0, 1/j), or (iii) there is a point y of JR, a point a; in £ -R such that #, # belongs to G, and P is 7/ or P is a point of £ x (1 -1/i, 1), or B. for some pair x, y of G, no region of G^ contains (x + 7/) and there is a point Q of (^? y) such that P is a point of an open subsegment E of (x, y) of length less than 1/j and E contains Q.
That S', with the development of Gί, GJ, , satisfies the lemma follows from an argument similar to that given in Theorem 3 of [6] . THEOREM 
// each normal, complete, connected, locally connected Moore space is metrizable then each normal, complete Moore space is metrizable.
Proof. If S is a normal, complete Moore space, denote by S' a space as defined in the proof of the lemma. If Gί, G r 2 , is the development defined in the lemma, let G ± denote G[ and for each positive integer n > 1, denote by G n the subcollection of G r n to which the region R belongs if and only if R is a subset of some region of G n _ x . To prove that S' is complete, suppose that M u M 2 , is a sequence of closed point sets such that for each positive integer n, M n+1 is a subset of M n and of the closure of some region of G n+1 , say g n+lm Either (i) there is a positive integer N ± such that if k is greater than N λ then g k intersects S, or (ii) if N 2 is any integer then there is an integer k greater than JSF 2 such that g k is a subset of S' -S. If (i) is the case, the completeness of S guarantees that there is a point P common to each of the sets g n . Since each M n is closed it follows immediately that P is a point of each M n . If (ii) is the case, then some g k is a subset of (x, y) for some x, y of G. But then g k is a closed subset of t x (0,1) for some t, and from the completeness properties of the real line, it follows that g k [t x (0,1) ] is complete. Thus there must be a point common to each of the sets M n .
It perhaps should be noted that this has established that there exists a nonmetrizable, connected, normal space satisfying Axiom 0, Axiom 1, and Axiom 2 of [5] Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.
Note. The proof of Theorem 4 depends heavily on the proof given for [2, Theorem 1] . Indeed, the notation used in the proof of Theorem 4 is that which is used to construct the space which established Theorem 1 of [2] . THEOREM 
If there is a normal, complete, nonmetrizable Moore space (S°, Ω°) then there is one, say (S, Ω), which is not locally metrizable at any point.
Proof. Denote by (S°, fl°) a normal, complete nonmetrizable Moore space and by (S w , Ω w ) the space defined exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 of [2] . In that theorem, it is established that (S w , Ω w ) is a normal Moore space which is not locally metrizable at any point. Should (S°, Ω°) be complete, there is no reason to expect that (S w , Ω w ) is also complete. It is necessary then, to "complete" (S w , Ω w ) without losing either the property of normality or the property that the completed space is not locally metrizable at any point.
A. "Completing" the space (S w , Ω w ).
is not complete there exists a sequence M ίf M 2 , of closed point sets such that each M i+1 is a subset of Mi and for each positive integer n, M n is a subset of the closure of a region, sa y Q n y of G™ and there is no point common to each M { . In this case it is true that for no positive integer n, does each g { intersect S*. This follows since S° is complete and S n consists of copies of S°. Indeed, if for each integer ί, c/i were to intersect S°, the completeness of S° would force a point common to each M n .
If infinitely many of the regions g n of Gζ intersect S 1 , then since only finitely many may intersect S°, it is immediate that for some integer A:, it is true that there is a copy of S°, in S\ such that that if m > k, then g^S 1 is a subset of that particular copy. Again the completeness of S° assures the existence of a point common to each of the M n . Similarly, it follows that if only finitely many of the regions g i intersect S\ then since S ί+1 consists only of copies of S°, only finitely many of the </ { may intersect S i+1 .
Otherwise the completeness of S° would force a point common to each M n . Thus it is necessary to introduce new points into the space.
The statement that x is an element of V means that there exist an infinite point sequence P o , P ί9 * * * suc h that each P i is a point of S* in S w , an infinite sequence of integers n u n 2 , such that for each i, P i+1 is a point of S° x (P^) x n t -S*+χ., the sequence l/n lf l/n 29 l/n 3 , converges to 0, and x is the point sequence P o , P u P 2 , . It perhaps should be noted that there exists an infinite sequence or regions R u R 2 , such that for each i, Rι is in Gf, R i+1 intersects R if Pi is a point of R iy for some infinite sequence of integers m l9 m 2 , , R mi+1 is a subset of R mi , for each positive integer M there is a positive integer n such that R n does not intersect S M and no point is common to each of R lf R 2 ,
The statement that P is a point of S means that P is a point of S w or P is an element of V. The statement that R is a region G n in (S, Ω) means that there is a region R w of GZ of (S w , Ω w ) such that the point x of S belongs to R if and only if
•] is an infinite set. Denote by N a positive integer such that if t>N then P t is not a point of ΣJLo Riί* 4 . It is no restriction to assume that t is greater than k. But P t is a point of S* and, for some integer n t _ u is a point of S° x (P<_i) x (%ί_i). It follows that there is some region g -Σί=o #*/* in S w such that u is greater than t, g does not intersect S*" . Since % is greater than k+1 it follows that i -1 is greater than k. But 2? must contain Si~* 1>n if i? intersects it, by property (vi) listed above. If g were to intersect S j~\ then g would contain the point c^ and, in that case, j 1 would not be the least integer as described. Thus g does not intersect S i~1 and it follows from the definition of region that R contains g. This establishes a contradiction since R does not contain x.
It is immediate that if R is a region of S then R (S -S w ) = R-(S -S w )
. There is a positive integer n such that if h is a region of Gζ containing A then h is a subset of R'S W and does not contain B.
But for each h of GT for which there is a region # of G n such that g S^ -h, g is a subset of R and does not contain B, from the preceding note.
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For some integer t, A is a point of S t but not a point of S l~\ Then for some integer n t^ and some point P f-1 of S t~1 f A is a point of S° x (Pί-i) x (^ί_i). Now B is δ 0 , 61, where each b { is in S* and for some integer n^u b { is a point of S° x (6^) X (n^). But in 5^, there is an integer k such that if A, is a region of G™ containing P t _ x then h does not contain b t _ x and h is a subset of R*S W . Thus if # is a region of G fc which contains A then </ is a subset of i? and does not contain B since g does not contain δ ίβl but does contain P t _ l0 Case 3. A is a point of S -S w and JB is a point of S -S^.
Then A is α 0 , c^, and B is b o ,b u with the usual notation. There is a least integer iSΓ such that a n is not δ % . Then in S w there is an integer k such that if h is a region of Gf containing a n , then h is a subset of R S W and λ does not contain b n . Hence, let g be any region of G k that contains A. It follows that g is a subset of R and does not contain B. This follows from the arguments given for the previous three cases.
C. Space is normal.
To see that S is normal, denote by H and K mutually exclusive closed subsets of S. For each positive integer n, denote by H n the subset of H (S -S w ) such that y belongs to H n if and only if it is true that if g is a region of G n containing y and h is a region of G n intersecting g, then h does not intersect K. For each positive integer n, the subset K n of K is defined in a similar fashion. Denote by P some point of H (S -S w ). It needs to be proved that P is a point of some H n . Suppose the contrary; that P does not belong to any H n . Then if n is any positive integer, there exists a point y n of K-(S -S w ), a region of g n of G n , a region /*," of G n such that £ n intersects h n , g n contains P, h n contains y n , and A w does not intersect H. Since P is in iϊ, P is not a limit point of K. Thus there is a positive integer iV such that no region of G N containing P intersects K. Let, g denote one region of G N such that g contains P. . Hence, h q does not intersect S\ Then there is a point β 0 of S 10 " 1 and a positive integer j\ such that Λg S" is a subset of S° x (β 0 ) x (j 0 ). It is clear that jo is greater that or equal to q and since q is greater than N, then j 0 is greater than t. Indeed, if g intersects S° x (e 0 ) x (j 0 ), then # must contain S° x (e 0 ) x (j 0 ) since £ is less than q and j 0 is greater than N. It remains to be proved that g does intersect S Q x (e Q ) x (j 0 ). Since # does intersect h q , let 2 denote the least integer such that g h q intersects S\ Then z is greater than t and z is greater than or equal to v. Indeed, there exist a sequence of points e u e 2 , * ,e z _ υ and a sequence of integers j ί9 j 2 ,
, j z _ υ , each of which is greater than or equal to q such that each β< is a point of S\ e i+1 is a point of iS°x(e f )x0"y), and S° x (β z _ τ ) x (i z _ w ) contains a point of h q *g S z . But since 2 is greater than t and j β _ β is greater than q, g must contain S° x (β,_ v ) x (Λ^). In like fashion, g contains S° x {e % ) x (j\.) for each i and indeed, then g must contain S° x (e Q ) x (j 0 ) for the same reason. Then g contains h q . But h q contains a point of K and this is impossible. Therefore g does not intersect K.
The argument above has established: If P is a point of H-(S -S*) there exists a positive integer JW such that if g and g' belong to G N such that g contains P and g intersects g', then (/' does not intersect K-(S-S W ). Therefore, denote by H n the subset of H (S -S w ) to which x belongs if and only if n is the N above and x is P and by K n the corresponding subset of K-(S -S^). Then Σ~=ιH n = H (S-S w ) and Σ^i^ = K-(S -S^). For each % and each point x of jff n , let b e a region of G % containing x and for each point y oί K n , let 3^ be a region of G n containing y. Note that, by the definition of region, neither g x nor g y intersect S n . Let D = Σ*€H ^ and E = Σiyeκ g v .
Then D does not intersect £7.
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